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QUESTION 1

An alert about RX errors on eth2 on a node is reported in the cluster. The administrator logs in to the CVM in question,
checks the ping_* files in the data/logs/syststats folder, and notices intermittent ping loss. The node in question has the
following network configuration: 

Which action should be used to troubleshoot without disrupting the VMs running on this node? 

A. Replace the cable from eth2 to the switch 
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B. Remove eth3 from br0-up and monitor for new alerts 

C. Check the port on the switch side for any errors 

D. Enable balance-s1b on br0-up and monitor if a problem persists 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

A customer wants to run SAP HANA on a Nutanix cluster with the following characteristics: AHV nodes SAP HANA
version 2 Production database files 

Which configuration should be recommended to the customer? 

A. Start with a cluster containing three or more nodes 

B. Enable only compression for the container that contains the Production database 

C. Do not enable compression, deduplication, or erasure coding on the storage container 

D. Plate the SAP HANA Database on the same socket as CVM 

Correct Answer: C 

Do not configure storage-saving functionalities such as compression, deduplication, or erasure coding (EC-X) on a
storage container that holds production database files. Because of the way the SAP HANA Persistence Engine stores
data, 

these features deliver no benefits. Nutanix SAP Engineering has tested compression with SAP HANA workloads; the
tests indicate no noticeable performance impact but also show no reduction in the space the SAP HANA workload 

consumes. 

Reference: 

https://www.nutanix.com/go/sap-hana-on-nutanix-bpg 

 

QUESTION 3

A customer recently set up Async Replication between Site A and Site B. The customer wants to conduct a planned
failover and clicks Activate on Site B. The customer then runs the following command on Site A: ncli pd 

deactivate_and__destroy_vms name=. 

What does this do to the customer environment? 

A. VMs get deleted from Site B and the protection domain is now Active. 

B. VMs are powered off on Site A and must be manually powered on at Site B. 

C. VMs get deleted from Site A and the protection domain is no longer active. 
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D. Customer must then manually power off VMs at Site A and power them on at Site B. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 4

A new Nutanix cluster is ready for production on a remote site with no IT staff. Changes to the infrastructure will cost
money and probably cause a cluster stop. 

The administrator needs to perform a health check on the environment that should include: Network connectivity checks
Network performance status Storage performance status 

Which tool should be used to perform this test? 

A. X-Ray 

B. curator_cli 

C. NCC 

D. diagnostic, py 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 5

An administrator needs to replace an aging SAN and move to a hyper-converged infrastructure. The existing
environment consists of the following hosts that are connected to the SAN: 5xAIX hosts 3x Hyper-V hosts 9xESXi hosts
2x physical SQL Clusters (Windows Server 2012R2 hosts) 

After deploying a Nutanix AHV cluster, which two actions should the administrator take to meet the requirements?
(Choose two.) 

A. Deploy Volumes to support the AIX and SQL workloads. 

B. Migrate the ESXI workloads to AHV using Move. 

C. Deploy Files to support the AIX hosts. 

D. Migrate the ESXi and Hyper-V workloads using Move. 
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Correct Answer: AD 

Reference: https://portal.nutanix.com/page/documents/kbs/details?targetId=kA00e000000Cr7GCAS 
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